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What has this got to do with economics?



Identity as a driver of decisions

Tajfel & Turner 1970s & 80s

Social Psychology  - Social Identity Theory

Minimal group design that 

excludes self-interest

Can identity overcome 

self-interest?

Akerlof & Kranton 2000, 2010

Identity Economics
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Qualified support from research 



Priming increases cooperation independent of identity

Sally 1995 & Cason, Sheremata & Zhang 2012

• “Communicating itself influences people’s preferences”
• 40% more cooperation with prior communication than standard prisoner’s dilemma
• Costless pre-play communication facilitates coordination in games with Pareto-ranked 

equilibria.
• Inter-group communication leads to greater coordination across groups

Cohn & Marachel, 2016

• Review of priming techniques used in economic experiments   
- increase cooperation
- change risk behaviour
- influence ethical decisions

Cason, T. N., Sheremeta, R. M., & Zhang, J. (2012). Communication and efficiency in competitive coordination games. Games and Economic Behavior, 76(1), 
26-43; Cohn, A., & Maréchal, M. A. (2016). Priming in economics. Current Opinion in Psychology, 12, 17-21; Sally, D. (1995). Conversation and cooperation 
in social dilemmas a meta-analysis of experiments from 1958 to 1992. Rationality and Society, 7(1), 58-92.

So where does this leave identity economics ?



Identity Economic Theory is incomplete?

• Akerlof and Kranton claim that “social context matters” to change 

preferences but research relies on idiosyncratic priming

• Akerlof and Kranton redefine the utility function to accommodate 

norm changes but that’s not social context

• Relies on ‘payoff transformation’ by individuals to explain behaviour

• Social Categorization theory (1980s); Bacharach’s (2006) frames in 

game theory; and Sugden’s (2007) ‘team reasoning’ point to ’agency 

transformation’ as the key to change in preferences 



Akerlof & Kranton 2000, 2010

Utility function

Identity term

Identity Economic Theory is incomplete?

Uj = Uj (aj a-j, Ij)

Ij = Ij (aj a-j; cj, ∊j, P)

J’s assigned 
social categories

J’s identity or 
self-image

J’s 
actions

Others’ 
actions

J’s own 
characteristics

Ideal of category 
prescriptions or norms

➢ Expand the utility function but collapse 

Social identity Theory (SIT), Social 

Categorization Theory(SCT) into one all-

encompassing identity term

➢ Utility function changes over time, as 

norms change,  not revealing of core and 

stable preferences

➢ Relies on ‘payoff transformation’ but SCT, 

Sugden’s (2007) and Bacharach’s (2006) 

refer to team reasoning and point to 

‘agency transformation’

Incomplete

Akerlof, G. A., & Kranton, R. E. (2000). Economics and identity. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 115(3), 715-753.
Akerlof, G. A., & Kranton, R. E. (2010). Identity economics. Princeton University Press



• Modify the identity term to show which social context induces category salience 

- Yamagishi & Kyonara (1999) (psychologists) the social context that matters is 

Common Knowledge

- Sugden & Bacharach (economists) also refer to  common knowledge as a 

prerequisite to change preferences 

• Turner (psychologist) & Sugden & Bacharach

- Once identity salient then depersonalization occurs

- Salient identity shifts decisions from ‘I’ thinking to ‘we’ thinking

- Resulting in an agency transformation for utility maximization

Potential theory enhancements

Ij = Ij (aj a-j; cj, ∊j, P)

Single thread - common knowledge is preference changing



Experimental design – cooperation expectations
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“I know that you know that I know”   



• Online experiments using Prolific (UK) pairing players to compete in 
Prisoner’s Dilemma and Chicken games

• Pairing was the most difficult to code and resulted in problems and 
delays to complete  - so no analysed data yet, but soon

• So far levels of cooperation are trending in the right direction 
conforming to the hypotheses generated

• Solves for :
- Priming so can observe a pure identity effect
- Confirms the social context that changes preferences

Preliminary results


